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Introduction
This was the last of the January modular examinations and was taken by 7013
candidates. There were a number of impressive answers and also a great deal of
evidence that candidates had been well prepared for certain styles of question. Many
answers demonstrated an understanding of how to structure an analytical answer,
even if they did not always have the specific knowledge that would allow them to
reach Level 3.
Candidates also recognised that change and continuity are a key theme in this Study
in Development and made comments about progression and regression, although
strong claims about ‘huge changes’ or ‘great progress’ again need to be supported by
specific details. Interestingly candidates tend to see the Middle Ages as a period of
regression and rarely consider whether it was a period of stagnation. They also tend
to see the Church in a very negative fashion.
Several general points can be made that apply to all questions and are relevant in
every session. This paper covers approximately 600 years and therefore candidates
must have an understanding of the sequence of various periods and the names used
for them. Vagueness has a significant effect on marks when candidates discuss
cholera in the Middle Ages, the printing press as ‘new’ technology in the nineteenth
century, or wise women making herbal remedies in the twentieth century. It can also
lead to a failure to score marks if candidates think that ‘since 1900’ is the nineteenth
century.
Examiners noted very limited knowledge on Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, Aneurin
Bevan and alternative medicines. Apart from the extension studies, where a choice is
possible, the entire specification should be studied. Any individual who is named in the
specification should be well known but candidates should also be confident on ideas
about the cause, prevention and treatment of disease, as well as the various factors
involved in change and continuity.
Candidates should also be aware of the fact that the stimulus material can take
various forms in Q3 and Q4 but will always be bullet points in part (b) of Q5 and Q6.
This stimulus material is intended to alert the candidate to the need to cover the
whole period in question, to look at a range of causes or effects, or to consider both
change and continuity. There are no marks for paraphrasing the bullet points and it is
not compulsory to use this material – indeed it is possible to gain full marks without
doing so. Candidates should be ready to bring in additional ideas and details from
their own knowledge.
Finally, candidates should make sure they analyse the question. It is highly unlikely
that they will be able to use the same material in two separate questions and some
knowledgeable answers failed to score highly because candidates produced a prepared
answer on the topic rather than a focused response to the specific question. In
particular, candidates need to understand that questions about role and impact
require an analysis focused on effects and not just a description of what was done.
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Question 1
Most candidates are clear about what is expected in answers to this question. They
are usually able to identify a change that has taken place from the first source to the
later one and they realise that they need to show which part of the sources helped
them to identify that change. Most candidates also realise that descriptions of source
content or use of own knowledge will not be rewarded in this question and that a
lengthy answer here might impact on their performance in the more high-scoring
answers later in the paper.
However, the focus of the question on the role of the authorities was often missed by
candidates. A number of answers explained what change had taken place in treatment
of disease or in medical understanding, using the sources to show a shift from
isolation to treatment or from an emphasis on religious ideas towards a scientific
approach. Unfortunately, such comments did not answer the question. Examiners
always look to be positive and most candidates did make an inference about change
but there were fewer answers than usual that received the full 4 marks. Candidates
seem well prepared in terms of knowing what is expected in Q1 but they need to be
reminded to check the question carefully and identify what change they are being
asked to identify (comments about continuity are not relevant here).
The term ‘authorities’ is a key one in this specification. It applies in all periods as well
as in both extension studies and candidates need to know that it can mean central or
local government.
Answers that did look at the authorities often commented on their attitude,
suggesting that in 1665 they didn’t care about the sick or weren’t prepared to visit
them whereas in 1948 they were more caring and visited the hospital. Another
common approach at Level 2 was to explain that the authorities had become more
involved in health issues by 1948, as was shown by the government minister
personally visiting a hospital. Good answers included comments about how the
authorities in 1665 were giving orders relating to the treatment of the sick whereas in
1948 the government’s role was one of support for the medical profession. The best
answers explained that during the plague in 1665 it was the Mayor or local authority
making provision to isolate the sick whereas in 1948 the government took on the
responsibility of providing a national health service. Another excellent response was to
explain the shift from a reactive policy to a specific epidemic to proactive measures
about health.
Answers should explain what inference is being made about change: for example,
identifying the nature or scale of change. Simply juxtaposing comments about the
sources, with the occasional ‘whereas’ or ‘however’ inserted is not an analysis of
change.

examiner tip
To reach Level 2, answers must use the sources to infer a change.
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examiner comment
This answer has a clear focus on changes in the role of the authorities
and makes explicit references to the sources. It is therefore Level 2.

examiner tip
Start by identifying the change that has occurred and then use the
sources to explain how you made that inference.
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Question 2
Q2 is always set on key people, events or themes from the specification. Both
Florence Nightingale and Elizabeth Garrett Anderson are named in the specification
yet there was a surprising lack of knowledge amongst some candidates and others
failed to score highly because they did not analyse the question.
Florence Nightingale was the overwhelmingly more popular choice and the details of
her work in the Crimea were well known, with candidates frequently including
statistics on the death rate and pointing out that her emphasis on hygiene arose from
a mistaken belief in miasma. Yet the question asked about her importance in the
training of nurses. Her work in the Crimea gained her recognition but it was her work
back in England, at St Thomas’ Hospital and as the author of key texts on nursing,
that had an impact on training. Many candidates gave narrative or unbalanced
answers that only explained her importance in training nurses in a concluding
paragraph. Some comments were based on a vague understanding of her importance
but lacked the necessary accurate detail. For example, many low-level answers said
that women were not allowed to become nurses before Nightingale and that she was
the first nurse. Other answers claimed that she improved medical treatment, trained
nurses in the Crimea, was a doctor, trained doctors, or worked during the First World
War. A few answers focused more on changes to hospital design than on her role in
training nurses.
Good comments on Nightingale explained her importance in setting up a training
school for nurses and writing books that were translated into many languages, often
naming ‘Notes on Nursing’, resulting in the professionalisation of nurses and having
an influence that spread beyond this country. Other comments about her influence
included the fact that she made nursing a respectable occupation, was consulted
about the design of hospitals, gave evidence to parliament, met Queen Victoria and,
in 1907, received the Order of Merit, although it was also noted by a small number of
candidates that training of nurses was not made compulsory until the twentieth
century.
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson was chosen far less often (approximately one-sixth of the
answers) and candidates were often confused about the chronology of events.
Answers were divided about her importance in relation to the training of doctors.
Many pointed out that she paved the way for other women to train as a doctor but
others commented on the fact that the Society of Apothecaries changed its rules after
being forced to accept her, therefore her breakthrough into the medical profession
was a personal success but closed the door for other women. Some answers explained
that she had to go to Paris to receive a medical degree and even though the law was
changed in 1876, attitudes were slow to change. However, a large number of answers
simply asserted that she acted as an inspiration to the many women who wanted to
become doctors and had an immediate effect, radically changing the position of
women in medicine and in society, showing that ‘women were just as good as men’.
Some candidates confused Garrett Anderson with Elizabeth Blackwell or Sophia
Jex-Blake. A few candidates tried to compare the two women – they need to be clear
that in Q2 the instructions are to choose one of the options. Other answers tried to
make this a ‘factors’ question and used their chosen option as a springboard into a
discussion of medicine during the nineteenth century and the way it was affected by
key individuals, government, knowledge, technology, etc.
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examiner comment
There is a good focus here on how the actions of Florence Nightingale
affected the training and status of nurses.

examiner tip
Notice how the overall argument is stated at the beginning of the
answer and how each detail is related back to the question. This is
typical of a good Level 3 answer.
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examiner comment
This answer has the understanding that Garrett Anderson faced
difficulties in her attempt to train as a doctor and that her qualification
was a breakthrough in medical training. There is enough to move the
answer into Level 2. However, there are few specific details offered in
support of the comments and the claims are overstated, so it stays at
the bottom of the level.
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Question 3
Candidates know the basic story of Jenner and smallpox vaccination in great detail but
there are several aspects that remain hazy. Many confused the early eighteenth
century use of inoculation or variolation with Jenner’s vaccination, or assumed that
Pasteur used Jenner’s technique to develop more vaccines. There were also many who
were confused between smallpox and cowpox. This precision in knowledge and
understanding is expected at Level 3 and meant that a number of candidates, who
knew the details of Jenner’s work, could not really evaluate its impact because they
did not fully understand what came before or afterwards. Similarly, there were cases
where candidates provided detail about the work of Pasteur and Koch that could have
been relevant to this question but they failed to explain the link.
Confused chronology created other problems since many thought there was a short
time scale between Jenner’s discovery and Pasteur’s work on vaccines or that Pasteur
pre-dated Jenner; others thought the Church still controlled medical training.
Most answers asserted that Jenner had a huge impact and saved thousands of lives.
However, many candidates did give some assessment of the limitations on the
importance of Jenner’s vaccination by explaining that there was opposition to
vaccination, that Jenner could not explain how his technique worked or that this link
between cowpox and smallpox was unique. Yet relatively few used this knowledge to
create a measured assessment, often stating that Jenner’s technique had a
massive/dramatic/radical/huge impact, without considering that vaccination was not
enforced until 1872. It was also surprising how many declared that the Anti-Vaccine
Society helped to spread Jenner’s vaccination.
Candidates should be reminded that it is not necessary to use the stimulus material in
the question to achieve high marks and they should be discouraged from trying to use
material that is unfamiliar to them.
In every question there are always candidates who want to reproduce their prepared
answer. In this case, candidates produced answers about the factors affecting
Jenner’s work, often discussing the role of the government and mistakenly asserting
that the government had funded his research.
A number of candidates also assessed the impact of Jenner’s work, on the assumption
that it was treatment or a cure for smallpox – it is essential that candidates can
differentiate between prevention and treatment. Other answers provided a narrative
about the work of Pasteur and Koch without linking it to the question.
Nevertheless, there were some outstanding answers, which considered both positive
and negative aspects and the short- and long-term impact of Jenner’s work. These
candidates had a clear understanding of the question and were able to shape their
knowledge appropriately.
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examiner comment
This answer shows the significance of Jenner’s work while also showing
the limitations of his discovery – the opposition from other doctors and
the fact that it only applied to smallpox and there was still no effective
prevention of diseases like cholera. There is also the understanding
that Pasteur’s vaccinations were not directly linked to Jenner’s
technique.

examiner tip
Notice that there is little description of what Jenner did and the detail
that is included is used to support the comments about impact or
effects of Jenner’s work, which is the focus of the question. This
approach prevents the candidate wasting time on a description of
Jenner’s experiments but also means that the answer is much stronger
because the focus on the question is clear from the beginning. This is a
good Level 3 answer.
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examiner comment
This answer understands that Jenner’s work was a significant
breakthrough in the fight against infectious diseases. It also recognises
that lack of understanding provided a basis for criticism and limited its
impact. Therefore this is a Level 3 answer. However, it does not offer
much additional detail to support the comment and the suggestion of a
direct link to Pasteur’s work is invalid, so it stays at the lower end of
the level.
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Question 4
This topic is part of the specification and therefore a question should not be
unexpected yet it appeared to be an unfamiliar area for most candidates. The bullet
points highlighted the reliance on home remedies in the early twentieth century as a
result of poverty and limited access to medical professionals, the distrust of science
after the problems associated with thalidomide and the interest in alternative
approaches to medicine such as acupuncture. Although over 900 candidates answered
this question, very few could add anything to the bullet points. Some did not seem to
understand the point of the question and simply discussed different treatments, the
establishment of the NHS or private medicine. Furthermore, many made anachronistic
comments about religion holding back progress in medicine or discussed the role of
women in producing herbal remedies.
Most candidates made general comments about the problems of not being able to
afford effective treatment. However, few were able to go beyond the bullet point and
use their knowledge of the situation in the early twentieth century to explain that the
1911 National Insurance Act still did not make provision for workers’ dependants –
therefore the difficulty in accessing and paying for medical treatment forced many to
rely on home remedies. Some answers did discuss the use of patent medicines and
also contained good detail on thalidomide. However, they could not make use of this
in relation to the question and most candidates did not recognise the significance of
the bullet point about acupuncture, failing to explain either the interest in the
medicine of other cultures or the fact that it was more widely available once it was
provided through the NHS.
The occasional answer that reached Level 3 seemed to be based on personal
knowledge and covered homeopathy, holistic medicine, interest in other cultures and
ethical objections to drug testing on animals. Conclusions included the comments:
‘A lot of people have chosen alternative medicines … as they find them a lot cheaper,
healthier, better for the body and quick to gain access to.’
‘The reason why many people today still use alternative medicine is a mixture of
economic, moral and cultural factors as well as mistrust of public health services and
exposure to more forms of medicine.’
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examiner comment
There is good knowledge here of the effects of thalidomide and how
those problems affected attitudes towards scientific medicine. Although
this answer is mainly based on the bullet points, their significance has
been understood and they have been used to support a point, not
simply described. There is also some discussion of ethical concerns
over the use of animals to test new drugs.
These are valid reasons why people used alternative medicine and the
answer therefore reaches Level 3. Contextual knowledge about the
situation in the early twentieth century is well used, meaning that this
gains the upper mid mark in the level.

examiner tip
The candidate has included an additional point from their own
knowledge and not used the bullet point about acupuncture. It is not
necessary to use the stimulus material and candidates should not
attempt to do so unless they understand why it is relevant to the
question.
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Question 5(a)
Candidates are always knowledgeable about Roman public health and there were
detailed descriptions of aqueducts, sewers and public baths, which easily reached
Level 2. Examiners also noted that some candidates had excellent knowledge of
specific facilities in Britain. This was often supported by an explanation of the Roman’s
belief in miasma and their understanding that health and hygiene were linked.
Although many answers did not mention the role of the government in funding and
organising the construction of these facilities, which was necessary for Level 3, a
number did explain how the government used the army to build the infrastructure for
public health. There was also a small number who made a clear distinction between
the level of facilities provided for the army and those accessible to the public.
Unfortunately, a small number of candidates merely wrote about Roman medicine,
often focusing on Galen, which could not be rewarded.

Question 5(b)
Many candidates who answer questions on this extension study have limited
knowledge of what happened between 410AD and c1350. They know that Roman
structures decayed but they have little understanding of the nature of society and the
standard of medicine in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods. Medical training is also
a lesser known area of the specification; for example, very few could name the Ars
Medicinae and only a couple could name the medical school at Salerno or a university
(Padua was the most commonly named). The combination of these two problems
meant that many answers to this question jumped from Galen to the Church’s control
of medical training during the Middle Ages. Possibly because they had few comments
to make about change and continuity in the period, a number of candidates went
beyond the Middle Ages to discuss changes during the Renaissance; others wrote
more generally about medicine and treatment.
Where answers did focus on the question, those who relied on the stimulus material
tended to stay at Level 2, offering more detail based around the prompts. Where
candidates could form their own argument and use the stimulus material as support,
they usually reached Levels 3 and 4. Continuity was usually well explained with
candidates able to show that there was little change in medical knowledge, usually
discussing the continuing importance of Galen and the role of the Church in
perpetuating his theories. A few answers also mentioned Islamic medicine and
discussed the limited influence these developments had on medical training. However,
the shift from a system where people could just set themselves up as doctors, or the
apprentice system of training with a doctor, to the requirement of a degree and then
the establishment of a medical degree, was less well explained.
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examiner comment
This is an excellent answer that gained full marks. Part (a) is clearly
Level 3 because it has a good focus on the role played by the
government in public health rather than simply describing public
health.
Part (b) covers the whole period, including the early Middle Ages, and
weighs continuity in knowledge against change in the requirement for
qualifications. Despite some minor errors in detail, there is good
understanding and an approach that is both analytical and evaluative,
meaning it is Level 4.
SPaG: Specialised terms are used and spelled correctly, e.g ‘qualified
physician’, ‘professionalism’, ‘clinical observation’, ‘Hippocrates’ and
‘supernatural’. The meaning is clearly expressed with only minor
errors, and punctuation is accurate, with brackets and apostrophes
used correctly.
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examiner comment
This is Level 3 because it has good knowledge of developments in
medical training. However, continuity is not explicitly discussed and
there is also little sense of evaluation of the extent or significance of
change and continuity, so it cannot reach Level 4.
SPaG: The candidate’s meaning is clear and some specialist terms are
used and spelled correctly, e.g ‘Hippocrates’, ‘clinical observation’ and
‘rhetoric’. However, there are errors in spelling, punctuation and
grammar, including errors with capitalisation.

examiner tip
Five minutes spent planning this answer could have moved it up a
level. With better organisation, this answer could have been Level 4 as
the candidate clearly has a good understanding of the issue but has
failed to address the question of how much medical training changed.
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Question 6 (a)
Bevan is a named individual in this extension study and it is interesting that some
candidates recognised Bevan in Source B for Q1 but the majority of answers here
showed very little knowledge of what he did. Many candidates confused Bevan with
Beveridge and some apparently believed Bevan was a woman – possibly arising from
a misunderstanding of the reference in the question to him as Health Secretary.
The situation in the early twentieth century and the reasons behind the creation of the
NHS were often well known but included limited knowledge of Bevan and discussed
his resignation after prescription charges were introduced rather than his role in the
establishment of the NHS. Some answers were simply descriptions of the NHS and
some candidates confused the NHS with National Insurance.
The best answers could explain how Bevan dealt with opposition from doctors who
were reluctant to lose their fees from private patients and a few linked his drive for
the establishment of the NHS to his poor background and belief in socialism.

Question 6(b)
Nineteenth-century public health seems to be a favourite topic for many candidates.
They can confidently discuss living conditions, cholera and the Public Health Acts.
Laissez-faire, Chadwick’s personality, Snow’s work and the development of the germ
theory, the Great Stink and Bazalgette’s sewer system, and the changes to the
franchise, were all mentioned.
However, this question approached the topic from an unusual angle and candidates
needed to manipulate their knowledge to respond to this specific question. Many
spent far too long describing the problems rather than the reasons why it was difficult
for the authorities to take action. Other responses consisted of a prepared answer on
nineteenth-century public health, the factors involved in change or the role of
government in public health.
Candidates who relied entirely on the bullet points sometimes found it difficult to use
the information about local authorities but many commented on the problems caused
by the fact that the 1848 Public Health Act was permissive, not mandatory, or that a
proper understanding of disease and public health did not develop until after Pasteur’s
germ theory. Laissez-faire was known but usually limited to an explanation that the
government was reluctant to take action. There was little discussion of public attitudes
towards government interference (for example, the ‘Dirty Party’) or reluctance to pay
local rates.
A number of answers offered several reasons why action was delayed but did not
show how these reasons interacted.
Below is an excellent answer.
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examiner comment
This is an excellent answer from a candidate. In part (a) the candidate
shows how Bevan addressed the lack of support from the doctors and
therefore his key role in establishing the NHS. This makes the answer
Level 3.
In part (b) there is an analytical approach, clearly identifying several
factors: public attitudes, opposition from individuals, lack of
understanding and problems with technology. The conclusion has a
clear line of argument which evaluates the various reasons for the lack
of progress before 1875 and this sustained focus on the question and
sense of argument throughout the essay makes this a Level 4 answer.
SPaG: The meaning is clearly expressed and despite the long
paragraph on the first page, the answer is clearly structured.
Specialised terms are used and spelled correctly, e.g ‘government’,
‘authorities’, ‘epidemic’, ‘miasma’ and ‘technology’. Punctuation is
accurate, with the correct use of apostrophes and inverted commas.
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examiner comment
This answer has valid detail but the approach lacks focus. The answer
describes the situation in the nineteenth century, the work of John
Snow and the problems faced by the government. However, this
information is not clearly related to the question and the comment that
the government had to ‘step back and not help the public’ suggests a
lack of contextual understanding even though the reference to a
‘laissez-faire’ attitude is correct. The attempt to focus on reasons why
so little was done allows the answer to edge into Level 3 but it is not an
explicit enough focus to go beyond the bottom of the level.
SPaG: The spelling and use of specialised terms are largely correct
(‘government’, ‘cholera’, ‘authorities’) although laissez-faire is spelt
incorrectly. Basic punctuation is accurate in the use of full stops and
commas and also apostrophes in ‘wasn’t’ and ‘shouldn’t’ but incorrect
in ‘the 1800’s’. The meaning is usually clear even if not precisely
expressed.
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Summary
●

As always, there was a wide range of answers. The best were truly impressive,
demonstrating good understanding of the concepts involved and supported by
precise and wide-ranging knowledge. At the other extreme, candidates had
frequently grasped certain key ideas and details but could not fit them into an
overall framework of change and continuity over 600 years, so that details were
often anachronistic or vague.

●

In addition to the candidate’s knowledge and understanding, two aspects of
examination technique have a significant impact on the marks: analysing the
question and understanding its overall focus and time scale often make the
difference between Level 2 and Level 3. At Level 2, many answers respond to the
topic and consist simply of information, often based on any stimulus material that
is provided; at Level 3, answers respond to the specific question and then select
and deploy information in order to construct a focused answer. Examiners
comment that they often see a plan included with the best answers.

●

The final point is about the use of the stimulus material and especially the bullet
points in Q5(b) and Q6(b). These are always factual pieces of information and
candidates who take them at face value tend to produce additional detail but the
answers remain essentially descriptive and Level 2. Candidates who think about
what sort of cause/what aspect of continuity/what nature of change/what extent of
impact is being illustrated by these factual examples are more likely to produce a
Level 3 analytical response and also more likely to draw on appropriate own
knowledge to develop their argument.

●

Spelling, punctuation and grammar
The decline in handwriting over the last few years is understandable given the
increasing use of computers to present work but there have been a sizeable
number of answers where handwriting was difficult to read from the very first
question and not simply at the end of the examination. When marks are being
awarded for spelling, punctuation and grammar, it is important that examiners can
identify capital letters, commas, full stops and apostrophes, and correct spelling.
Spelling was often reasonably accurate although certain terms such as ‘laissezfaire’ challenged candidates and ‘definitely’ is often misspelt as ‘defiantly’.
Basic punctuation was usually accurate but apostrophes were frequently placed
incorrectly and there were some very long sentences that lacked punctuation. A
surprising number of candidates did not use capital letters for names.
The most common grammar mistakes were ‘must of’ and ‘he done’ but there were
also a lot of casual and vernacular expressions such as ‘majorly’.
Although handwriting is not assessed, candidates do need to make the letters in
words and their use of punctuation clear.
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Grade boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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